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PRO H DM




Highly efficient plastering machine for a wide range of uses


PRO H DM worm pump with hydraulic system for mixing, pumping, spraying and injecting common and ready-mixed mortars. The machine guarantees great working performance thanks to the tough tilting mixer, the large discharge hopper and the precise ever-adjustable output.
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TOP QUALITY
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Each component has been designed to guarantee top quality mixes. 
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SETTINGS
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Simple settings and ergonomic controls. 
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SIMPLE MAINTENANCE
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Easy access to the mechanical parts for fast services. 
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FAST CLEANING
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Wide discharge hopper, pump and mixer easy to wash. 
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FUEL SAVINGS
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Thanks to the special hydraulic circuit the machine is able to save up to 1 liter of fuel per hour. 
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Brochure


Download brochure
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Video


























Application



- Traditional site mixes and premixed dry mortars


- Insulating and fireproofing mortars


- Thixotropic mortars


- Monocoat mortars


- Rendering


- Concrete repair


- Micropiling


- Casting restoration


- Grouting


- Self-levelling floor screeds





Tecnology


The innovative hydraulic circuit, with variable displacement pump, allows to use only the quantity of oil needed for the desired performance.


Thus the advantages are clear: fuel savings (up to one liter per hour), reduced volume of oil in the circuit and improved working conditions (for the engine). The latest innovation for a well proven machine. 
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Technical data


 

	

TECHNICAL DATA

	

TRADITIONAL MORTAR

	

READY-MIXED PLASTER                        


	
Liquid cooled diesel engine	
12LD/477/2 Lombardini - 15 Kw	
12LD/477/2 Lombardini - 15 Kw
	
Worm pump	
T25	
2L6 
	
Infinitely adjustable output [*]	
0 ÷ 65 l/min 	
0 ÷ 55 l/min
	
Max. aggregate size 	
10 mm 	
6 mm 
	
Max. working pressure 	
30 bar 	
40 bar 
	
Compressor	
2-cylinder compressor 400 l/m, 7 bar	
2-cylinder compressor 400 l/m, 7 bar
	
Hopper capacity 	
200 l	
200 l
	
Tilting mixer capacity	
180 l	
180 l
	
Delivery distance [*]	
up to 80 m	
up to 100 m
	
Delivery height [*]	
up to 40 m	
up to 60 m
	
Filling height	
117 cm	
117 cm
	
Delivery manifold	
Ø 50 mm	
Ø 50 mm
	
Chassis	
Unbraked for road use	
Unbraked for road use
	
Size (L x W x H) 	
274 (339[#]) x 139 x 145 cm	
274 (339[#]) x 139 x 145 cm
	
Weight	
<750 kg	
<750 kg



[*] The data indicated are theoretical and depend on the quality and consistency of the materials to be used wear and tear of the pump and the diameter of the hoses. The performance in distance and height can not be reached simultaneously.


[#] In towing position.
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Ready-mixed plaster gun D25
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Spray gun for ready-mixed plasters Ø 25
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Spraying gun
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Spraying gun for traditional mortars
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PRESSURE POINTING GUN
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Pressure pointing gun with air nozzle
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PRESSURE POINTING GUN
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Pressure pointing gun without air nozzle
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Thing layer coats
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Spray gun for thin layer coats
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Injection gun
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Injection gun for cementitious slurries
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Deflectors for ready-mixed plaster gun
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Diversi diametri da 7 fino a 16 mm
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Pressure Measuring Device
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Pressure Measuring Device
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2L6 Pump
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Rotor and Stator 2L6 pump
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T25 Pump
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Rotor and stator T25 pump
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60.12 Pump
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Rotor and Stator 60.12 pump
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Water gauge
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Water gauge
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HIGH PRESSURE CLEANER
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High pressure cleaner
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PUMPING NOZZLE
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Pumping nozzle for mortars and self-levelling screeds
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Washing Sponges Ø50 and Ø35
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Washing Sponges Ø50 & Ø35 mm
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Washing Sponge Ø60 mm
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Washing Sponge Ø60 mm

















 




For further info


For further information about this product or our whole range of machines 


Visit our Blog Request info
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WORKING HOURS:

From Monday to Friday:

08:00 - 12:00 / 14:00 - 18:00
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